
 

Complicated aircraft always intimidate newcomers, but Milviz's 15 planes are so easy to learn and fly that the only real variable is your preference for either a float plane or a land plane. If you want to fly, it doesn't matter if you're an absolute beginner or someone with lots of experience. But we recommend trying out one of these 15 very affordable packages — most notably the historic T-19
"Biscuit" because it’s 1/2 the price of other competitors! Contact us at Milviz support if you have any questions about what airframe might work best for you. - Daniel (daniel@milviz.com) and the Milviz team Milviz T-19 Biscuit: https://store.milviz.com/products/t-19-biscuit Flying a float plane is different than flying a land plane because you can't make tight turns at low altitude. Your best bet is to
stay at higher altitudes, and take your time turning so that your floats don't skid across the water. Do this, and you'll have a safe, enjoyable experience with your first float plane! It's really that simple! :) Pricing: $34. 95 USD for FSX and $39.95 USD for P3D Minimum system requirements: • Windows XP/Vista/7/8 (32-bit or 64-bit) with SP2 or higher, or Windows 10 • Flight Simulator X with SP2
or Acceleration, FSX Gold Edition, Steam Edition , Prepar3D v1/v2, VFR Reality Moduleset , OR Prepar3D v3.1 or higher with Service Pack 1 or higher. • CPU: 1.4GHz Pentium 4 (or equivalent) • RAM: 512MB (1GB or more recommended) • Video Card: DirectX 9.0c-compliant card with 128MB of VRAM (GeForce 6800 or better, Radeon X1300 or better) Milviz's aircraft include many
popular planes from the 1920's to 1970's that are still today flying, including the follow. They also have a fleet of modern military jets from production company DAFA and from other air forces around the world. Why is #15 on the list? Because it's a WWII American amphibious plane. What does it have to do with warplanes? Simple, every mechanic needs a good amphibious plane these days.
Pricing: $19.95 USD for FSX and $24.95 USD for P3D Minimum system requirements: • Windows XP/Vista/7/8 (32-bit or 64-bit) with SP2 or higher , or Windows 10 • 64-bit processor, 512 MB RAM, DirectX 9 [ARTICLE END] [AD SECTOR] 2 .
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